Winter Media Trip 2017/18
Introduction to ski touring in Valais
Destinations: Val d’Hérens and Lötschental
Dates: Tuesday 20th to Saturday 24th March 2018 (4 nights, 5 days)
Highlights: Introduction to ski touring in Valais, avalanche awareness trail in St-Martin (“Maya
Nivo Trail”), agritourism site of Ossona, ski touring in the Lötschental, overnight at the
Lötschenpasshütte mountain hut, 150th anniversary of Hotel Nest- und Bietschhorn.
Participants: max 10 journalists (international registration)
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Winter Sports. Out and about in a white blanket of tranquillity.
Winter in Valais is unique. A paradise between heaven and earth! The majestic 4,000-metre
peaks provide a spectacular panorama and a unique setting in which to experience winter
sports. Switzerland’s highest ski areas are found in Valais, surrounded by 45 peaks higher than
4,000 metres, which means snow cover is guaranteed. There are 2,000 kilometres of slopes to
choose from, with the promise of further pure winter thrills off-piste. Ski touring or snowshoe
trekking through high-alpine landscapes and exhilarating descents over powder snow create a
real sense of freedom. In Valais, pristine winter landscapes offer the ultimate holiday
playground.

Ski touring in Valais
In 1903, the first intrepid mountaineers linked Mont Blanc, the highest peak in the Alps, with the
Matterhorn, its most famous counterpart, by following a route that took in the Sonadon
mountain pass and the Otemma Glacier. This now legendary trail is just one of many routes
against the majestic backdrop of the Valais’ 4,000-metre peaks. The options for ski touring in
the high mountains here are practically endless. Big differences in altitude, narrow ridges,
dramatic gorges, historic mountain passes: no matter which route you choose, the panoramic
views are sure to take your breath away. Explore this unspoilt alpine paradise in the company
of an expert guide.

www.visitvalais.ch
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Ski touring in the Val d’Hérens
The Val d’Hérens leads from the Rhône valley, near Sion, all the way to the foot of the 4,000metre peaks of the Dent Blanche and Dent d’Hérens. Old villages and traditional houses perch
on the steep valley sides. Numerous ski touring routes invite you to explore the Val d’Hérens
and experience a magical world covered in a blanket of snow. Accompanied by experienced and
qualified local mountain guides, you’re guaranteed an unforgettable mountain experience in the
welcoming Valais region. The “Maya Nivo Trail” is a new educational trail focusing on avalanche
awareness, situated along the itinerary that begins at Grange Neuve, above St-Martin, and heads
up to Lovégno. Both practical and theoretical, this educational trail is suitable for beginners as
well as mountain professionals.
www.valdherens.ch/ski-touring
Interview partners in the Val d’Hérens*
- Robert Bolognesi, snow scientist at Meteorisk and Meteo Valais
- Patrice Gaspoz, director of St-Martin Tourism and head of regional relief and natural
hazards in Val d'Hérens
- Daniel Beuret, farm manager of the Ossona agritourism site
- Félix and Bénédicte, managers of the Ossona Lodge

Ski touring in the Lötschental
The scenery where the Valais and Bernese Alps meet is particularly dramatic, yet the
Lötschental valley has retained its traditional and untouched character and remains off the
beaten tourist track. Whether you’re after glistening powder snow or firm spring snow, the
region is a paradise for ski tourers. Enthusiasts have a vast choice of options for exploring the
magnificent winter landscapes at their own pace. Expect exhilarating climbs, thrilling descents,
and a feeling of boundless freedom.
www.loetschental.ch/en/things-to-do/winter/ski-touring
Interview partners in the Lötschental*
- Benedikt Jaggy, mountain guide in the Lötschental
- Beat Dietrich, owner and manager of the Lötschenpasshütte mountain hut, the first
mountain hut in the Alps to be certified with the MinergieÒ label
- Esther Bellwald, owner and manager of the Hotel Nest- und Bietschhorn, the oldest hotel
in the Lötschental, and with Helene Bellwald, Esther’s mum and previous owner of the
hotel

*Interviews can be organized according to journalists’ interest and availability of the speakers.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR THIS PRESS TRIP
This press trip is for journalists looking for an introduction to ski touring. With easy routes,
appropriate equipment and the supervision of an experienced guide, this trip will take you on a
journey of discovery through a pristine winter landscape, where you’ll meet people who have
made the mountains their place of work.

Conditions for taking part in this press trip
-

You must be in good or very good physical shape and have the stamina and endurance
to keep going for several hours a day over several days
You are able to ski on a red slope (intermediate to advanced level)
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Programme (subject to modification)
Tuesday 20th March 2018 – Hello Valais!
16:00

Individual arrival of participants in the Val d’Hérens. Meeting point at the
Tourist Office in St-Martin with Patrice Gaspoz, director of St-Martin Tourism
(+41 79 225 19 19).

16:15

Ski touring equipment rental for the entire stay at Rossier Sports shop
www.rossier-sports.ch

17:00

Transfer by minibus to Ossona (10 min). Check-in at the agritourism site of
Ossona.
Agritourism site of Ossona
Ossona is a hamlet located on a mountain plateau in the municipality of StMartin. To preserve their ancestors’ legacy, operators in the agritourism
sector brought back to life the fields that had been abandoned more than 50
years ago. A bisse (irrigation channel) runs through the middle of the fields,
where goats and dairy cows graze during the summer months. Visitors can
help to make cheese and enjoy the fruit and vegetables grown on site.
Agritourism site of Ossona
Plateau d’Ossona
CH-1969 Saint-Martin
T.+41 27 281 28 73
www.ossona.ch
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19:00

Meet with Nancy Pellissier from Valais/Wallis Promotion (+41 79 304 06 11) and
your mountain guide (tba) at the lodge.
Welcome drink and official presentation by Valais/Wallis Promotion.

19:30

Dinner at Ossona
Overnight in Ossona
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Wednesday 21st March 2018 – Introduction to ski touring in St-Martin
08:00

Breakfast at your accommodation

09:00

Meet at the lodge wearing your ski clothing. Bring your backpack and ski
equipment.
Meet with Patrice Gaspoz, director of St-Martin Tourism; Robert Bolognesi,
snow scientist at Meteorisk and Meteo Valais; and also your mountain guide
(tba)
Transfer by minibus from Ossona to Nax (20 min)

09:30

Take the lifts to Mont-Noble, highest point of the ski area of Nax – Mont-Noble

09:45

Ski tour from Mont-Noble to Pas de Lovégno, passing through the Réchy
valley (approximately 3 hours of ski touring: 2 hours of uphill and 1 hour
downhill)
Route : Mont-Noble – Col de Cou (2,529m) – Vallon de Réchy – Pas de Lovégno
(2,695m) – downhill towards Suen village

In the event of bad weather, the choice of ski tour will be adapted.
Introduction to all aspects of winter ski touring in the Val d'Hérens
Head out on touring skis to explore the vast snowy landscapes and experience
their pristine grandeur, following some of the many scenic trails in the Val
d’Hérens. There will be instruction on the use of avalanche transceivers (DVA,
probe and shovel).
Maya Nivo Trail
At the end of the tour, discover the new educational trail on avalanche
awareness, the “Maya Nivo Trail”, which starts at Grange Neuve, above StMartin, and leads up to Lovégno. Both practical and theoretical, this
educational trail is suitable for beginners as well as mountain professionals.
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12:00

Picnic lunch of local products in front of Les Ouchèlès mountain hut, 2,390m
above sea level

13:30

Ski down towards Suen village

16:00

Return to the hotel. Time at leisure.

19:00

Dinner at the hotel
Overnight in Ossona
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Thursday 22nd March 2018 – Lötschental valley
08:00

Breakfast and check-out

09:00

Minibus transfer from St-Martin to Ried (Blatten) in the Lötschental valley
with your luggage and ski equipment (1 h 30)

10:30

Arrive at Hotel Nest- und Bietschhorn. Meet with Claudio Della Bianca from
Lötschental Tourism (+41 79 785 03 37).
Coffee & croissants; meet with your mountain guide Benedikt Jaggy (+41 79
774 83 20) from Bergcenter.ch. Leave your luggage at the hotel.

11:00

Lifts to the Hockenhorngrat (3,110 m), highest point of the ski area of
Lauchernalp

11:30

Ski tour to the Lötschenpasshütte mountain hut (approx. 1 h – 1h30). Easy tour
with a short uphill (30 min) and a downhill to access the mountain hut.

13:00

Arrive at the Lötschenpasshütte mountain hut. Lunch and check-in.
Lötschenpasshütte mountain hut
The Lötschenpasshütte was completely renovated and extended in
2007/2008. It was the first mountain hut in the Alps to be energy selfsufficient and Minergie-certified. The new, extended building can host up to
80 people. In the communal area, visitors can enjoy home-cooked dishes and
admire the views from the panoramic windows. Guests can also warm up
thanks to the underfloor heating, powered by rooftop solar panels. The
mountain hut also has two private suites that offer views of the stars.
www.loetschenpass.ch/en
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14:00

Time at leisure. Possibility to meet with Beat Dietrich, owner of the
Lötschenpasshütte mountain hut, the first mountain hut of the Alps to be
certified with the MinergieÒ label.
MinergieÒ
Since 1998, MinergieÒ has been the Swiss measure of building comfort,
energy efficiency and historical building protection. It prioritises comfortable
living and working spaces for the building’s occupants, whether it’s a newbuild or a renovated structure.
www.minergie.ch

19:00

Dinner (half-board menu) and overnight at the mountain hut

NOTE: For the ski tour and the overnight at the hut, only bring a day backpack
with necessities, you’ll be carrying it on your back!
What to bring: ski equipment and technical equipment, change of clothes for
the hut, head torch, toiletries, light sleeping bag liner.
No need of slippers for the hut.
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Friday 23rd March 2018 – Ski touring in the Lötschental
08:00

Breakfast at the mountain hut

09:30

Ski tour to the Hockenhorn (approx. 1 h). Amazing panorama taking in the
Valais and Bernese Alps. Ski down on the slopes of the Lauchernalp ski area.

11:30

Depending on the level of participants and energy levels, possibility to
continue the ski tour with an uphill towards “Stiählti” (minimum 2 h uphill)

12:00
or
14:00

Lunch on the slopes at the panoramic Restaurant Zudili

15:30

Ski down towards the Hotel Nest- und Bietschhorn in Ried (depending on
snow conditions).

Restaurant Zudili
CH - 3918 Wiler
T. +41 27 939 33 33
www.zudili.ch
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16:00

Arrive in Ried. Check-in at Hotel Nest- und Bietschhorn.
Hotel Nest- und Bietschhorn
The valley’s first hotel opened in 1868 and will celebrate its 150th anniversary
in 2018. The oldest hotel in the region boasts a long tradition of warm
hospitality and has 17 peaceful bedrooms with views over the Lötschental
mountains. The restaurant has a 14-point Gault&Millau rating. With its
fireplace, sunny terrace, library, sauna and direct access to the hiking and
cross-country skiing trails, the Nest-und Bietschhorn is the perfect venue for
anyone seeking tranquillity. To celebrate its anniversary, the hotel is creating
a new educational trail and publishing a book.
Hotel Nest- und Bietschhorn
Ried 24
CH-3919 Blatten
T. +41 27 939 11 06
www.nest-bietschhorn.ch

17:00

Time at leisure. Possibility to meet with Esther Bellwald, owner and manager
of the hotel and with Helene Bellwald, Esther’s mum and previous owner of
the hotel. Possible tour of the establishment.

19:00

Dinner at Restaurant Nest- & Bietschhorn
Overnight in Ried (Blatten)
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Saturday 24th March 2018 – Lötschental and departure
08:00

Breakfast at the hotel and check-out

09:00

Individual departure of participants
***
Optional programme

09:00

Half-day skiing in the Lauchernalp ski area, or time at leisure

12:30

Lunch at a restaurant (depending on programme)

14:00

End of the programme. Individual departure
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Equipment to bring*
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Backpack of minimum 20 litres
Appropriate mountain clothing (system of 3 layers with thermo-breathing, fleece and
wind-break)
Hat, warm gloves, glacier skiing sunglasses, spare clothing (not too much)
Sunscreen
Head torch
Personal medication
Light sleeping bag liner
Unbreakable thermos flask of minimum 0.8 litres
Personal snacks (if you wish)

*The equipment above can NOT be rented locally during the trip and has to be organized by
the journalist before joining.

Technical equipment (can be rented locally)**
•
•
•
•

Skis with touring bindings, skins freshly glued, ski crampons, ski touring poles
Ski touring boots with vibram sole
Avalanche probe and shovel
Avalanche beacon (DVA) with new batteries

**This material can be rented from a sports shop on the first day; costs to be paid by local
tourism organizations. Please inform us upon registration if you are planning to travel with your
own equipment.
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Additional information for your publications
www.visitvalais.ch - Official website of Valais/Wallis Promotion with thousands of ideas for what
to do in our region plus news about Valais.
Websites of the destinations visited:
www.valdherens.ch - Val d’Hérens
www.loetschental.ch - Lötschental

Photos about Valais
We will be happy to provide you with pictures of Valais. Please send us your enquiries at
presse@valais.ch.

Insurance
Insurance is the responsibility of individual participants

Travel to and within Switzerland
Travel to and within Switzerland is organized by Valais/Wallis Promotion, the destinations and
Switzerland Tourism.

Social Media
Share your Valais travel experiences with us:
Twitter : @valaiswallis – www.twitter.com/valaiswallis
Instagram : @valaiswallis – www.instagram.com/valaiswallis
Facebook : Valais Wallis – www.facebook.com/valaiswallis

@ValaisWallis #Valais #MyWinterInValais
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Contacts for your media trip
Valais/Wallis Promotion
Rue Pré Fleuri 6
CH-1951 Sion
www.valais.ch

Nancy Pellissier
Corporate Communications
Direct: +41 27 327 35 78
Mobile : +41 79 304 06 11
E-mail: nancy.pellissier@valais.ch

Val d’Hérens Tourism
Rue Principale 13
CH-1982 Euseigne
www.valdherens.ch

Mireille Millier-Bourban
Media manager
Direct: +41 27 281 28 15
Mobile : +41 78 711 15 85
E-mail: mireille.millier@valdherens.ch

Lötschental Tourism
Ländinerstrasse 29
CH- 3918 Wiler
www.loetschental.ch

Claudio Della Bianca
Event- & Media Manager
Direct : +41 27 938 88 85
Mobile : +41 79 785 03 37
E-mail : events@loetschental.ch
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